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Abstract—There are many Evolutionary Algorithms which
main features are: population, evolutionary operations (crossover,
mate, mutation and others). Most of them are based on randomness and follow a criteria using fitness like selector. The
proposal uses probability density function according to best of
initial population to sample new population and save better
individuals iteratively. Then using centroid criteria sample for
every dimension and get better individuals. It had good results
with benchmark functions. A real application was performed
with experiments in protein folding and it showed good results.
Index Terms—Quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithms;
Evolutionary algorithms; Particle filters; Akima interpolation;
pdf estimation;

To
evaluate
this
proposal,
some
benchmark
functions(Ackley, Rastrigin, Rosenbrock, Schwefel, Sphere)
commonly used in evaluation of optimization algorithms will
be used and some experiments with protein folding(perspective
of optimization problem).
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a
literature review about QIEA-R, Section 3, describes QIEAR. Section 4, describe the Particle Filter. Section 5, describes
pdf estimation and Akima interpolation. Section 6, describes
the FP-AK-QIEA-R Model. Section 7 shows the experiments
and results, and Section 8 states the conclusions.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW

Quantum Inspired Evolutionary Algorithm (QIEA) are a
populacional metaheuristic based on the concept of multiple
universes superposition from quantum physics, then it can be
used for optimization process with great intrinsic parallelism.
A first approach, the QIEA-B model [1] uses q-bits as the
information unit creating quantum individuals behaving as
generators of classical individuals and uses an update operator
so probabilistically to get better individuals along several
iterations.
QIEA-R [2], [3] was proposed for numerical problems
with real codification using the same principle of quantum
inspiration. The updating of quantum individuals are based on
uniform probability density function to generate better classic
individuals for real codification [2]. Using uniform pdf is
easy, but it is not the best choice because the adaptability
to the probability of data nature (unimodal, multimodal) can
be limited.
Particle Filter is a set of estimation algorithms of posteriori
probability density function based in equations of bayesian
recursion. It is a useful method to generate samples of required
distribution with no need assumptions about state distribution.
This feature solves the need of any QIEA model: to generate
classical individuals.
A combined proposal using QIEA-R and a mechanism
inspired in Particle filter, multilinear regression for pdf estimation using rewarding criteria called FP-QIEA-R[4].
The proposal of this work is to use a technique inspired on
Particle Filter , Akima interpolation and rewarding criteria to
generate classical population and get the best individuals for
global search and use centroid for local search. Then get better
results in convergence and a complete domain exploring.

GQA (Genetic Quantum Algorithm) was the first proposal,
inspired on the concept and principles of quantum computing
using q-bits and superposition of states from the quantum
mechanics. A (q-bit) presents the exploration as much as
the exploitation features. In GQA an observation and update
stages are presented. The experiments were performed using
the Knapsack Problem and shows that QGA has the ability of
global search caused by probabilistic representation and show
better convergence than CGA (Classical Genetic Algorithm)
[1].
QIEA with real codification (QIEA-R), this model has the
quantum individual based on uniform pdfs, and the classical individuals are real vectors. An observation and specific
operators for this encoding are proposed [2] similarly to
QIEA-B. The updating steps are performed using the “1/5
rule” [5] to make wider or narrower the uniform pulse (pdf)
and movements of the pulce center. The experiments were
performed using benchmark functions (Griewank, Schwefel,
Rosenbrock, Sphere, Ackley, Rastrigin and others). The outcomes demonstrate the good performance of the algorithm
outperforming the (QIEA-B). It has good results on the most of
benchmark functions except in Ackley and Rastrigin function
and when the number of evaluations is greater it has the worst
results compared with traditional methods in Ackley function,
it could be because of the presence of huge number of local
optima.
FP-QIEAR-R, this model exchange iterations of QIEAR with a mechanism inspired in the concept of Particle
filters for classical individual representation with an weight
associated(probability) related to fitness function, then uses a
rewarding criteria to set greater probability to best individuals

and uses multilinear regression to estimate the probability
density function and uses centroid for local search iteratively.
It had better results than QIEA-R to get the optimal in all
benchmark functions.
Proteins are the basic structures of all living beings [6] and
they are composed by a chain of amino acids. Protein folding
is the process by chains are transformed in compact structures
that perform biological functions. The AB Off-lattice model
was introduced by [7] to represent protein structure, there is
bond and torsional angles defined in −180◦ , 180 to evaluate
the structure one energy function was proposed. There is a set
of synthetic protein sequences based in Fibonacci sequence
and used for other researchers [8], [9] . Some of them try
to solve with deterministic and other with meta-heuristics
approaches [10], [11].
III. T HE QIEA-R MODEL
The QIEA-R model, proposed by Da Cruz [2] is composed
by the following steps: generation of quantum population, generation of classic population by observing quantum population,
and update of quantum population.
Quantum Representation
Quantum individual represent the superposition of possible
states. In this model, the set of observable states is continuous.
Once initialized the quantum population Q0 , the main loop
of evolutionary process is started and continues as follow:
Observation
Consists in generate classical individuals from the quantum
individuals, using the pdf pij (x), the accumulated probability
function and a random numbers generator U(0, 1) to generate
several real values.

Particle filter uses a set of particles to represent the posterior
distribution of some stochastic process, given some noisy
observations. Particle filtering provides a way to generate samples from the required distribution without requiring assumptions about the state distributions (non linear) [13]. Samples
from the distribution are represented by a set of particles; each
particle has a weight that represents the probability of the
particle be sampled from the pdf.
V. P DF ESTIMATION
Is a field of numerical analysis focused in the researching
of how functions can be approximated for a kind of specific
functions (polynomial functions), those has properties of low
computational cost, continuity and other. Besides it is not
necessary to know the mathematical formula, just a set of point
like (x, f (x)) and use interpolation, extrapolation, regression
and curves fit techniques.
A. Probability Density Function
Definition 1: Be X a random variable, the pdf of X is a
function f (X) so for two any numbers a y b with a ≤ b:
Z
P (a ≤ X ≤ b) =

b

f (X)dx

(2)

a

The probability of X in the interval [a, b] is the area under
the interval and over graphic of pdf. Besides it must satisfy
next conditions:
•
•

fR (x) ≥ 0 , para todo x
∞
P (x)dx = 1 , Pij (x) ≥ 0
−∞ ij

By instance, the next graphic shows pdf of normal distribution:

Updating
The QIEA-R can be reduce or increase the search space of
any quantum individual according to the fitness of classical
population obtained during the observation process and using
the ”rule of 1/5” [5]. If less 20% of classical population from
current generation has fitness better than previous generation,
the width of gen is reduced, if is greater than 20% the width is
increased and if it is equal to 20% the width is not modified,
Eq.1, shows the 1/5 rule.

 σ ∗ δ ϕ < 1/5
σij /δ ϕ > 1/5
σij =
(1)

σij
ϕ = 1/5
IV. PARTICLE F ILTER
Particle Filter (PF) is an approach to solve filtering problem (i.e. estimating the true value of a system from some
observations, possibly noisy). The name particle filters was
introduced in [12] in 1996 inspired in mean field interacting
particle methods (Monte Carlo algorithms for sampling from
a sequence of probability distributions satisfying a nonlinear
equation).

Fig. 1. pdf of normal distribution with σ = 1 , µ = 0

B. Cumulative Density Function
Definition 2: The cdf(cumulative density function) of random variable X is given by:
F (X) = P (X ≤ x)

(3)

R xIt can be expressed for the integral of the pdf: F (x) =
f (t) dt
−∞ X

B. Create CDF
This process is repeated T iterations: We have a vector
with Xd with a probability associated, we need to order Xd
to satisfy the property of cdf(cumulative density function).
Generate cdf, then we have the points( Xordered−d , cdf ). A
vector of probabilities is generated prob, akima interpolation
is used to sample a new vector Xd . This process is performed
for every dimension until to get a new population Xest , Xest
is evaluated and the best individual is stored in Xglobal .
Fig. 2. cdf of normal distribution with σ = 1 , µ = 0

C. Akima interpolation
Akima interpolation is continuous sup-spline interpolation.
It is build for pieces from third grade polynomials. Only
near neighbors are used to calculate interpolation coefficient
polynomial. There is no need of equations and it is efficient.
This method uses a reduced number of point, for this reason
it avoids strange curves in the resultant curve [14].
By instance it is an approximation of some functions:

Fig. 3. Function approximation using Akima interpolation

VI. FP-AK-R MODEL
The proposal uses quantum population for classical generation during the initialization. Then probability density function
is generated using fitness function and rewarding criteria for
every dimension. The best of every iteration is saved and using
centroid explore local individuals.
A. Initialization
For the first classical population it is used the classical
generation X similar to QIEA-R. Using the fitness function
to evaluate the classical population X, we get the vector
Y . Using the criteria of particle filter, it is associated a
probability then the vector Y is normalized and reward the
best individuals(more probability of being chosen) and Y is
normalized to satisfy the sum of probabilities equal to 1. Then
this vector Y represents our pdf.

C. Searching around centroid
Using Xg lobal a centroid for every dimension is obtained.
A new individual is calculated sampling around centroid of
every dimension.
Algorithm 1 FP-AK-QIEAR using centroids for local search
Initialization
1: Generate quantum population from QIEA-R
2: Sampling using quantum population to get classical population
3: Evaluation and normalization , use rewarding criteria and
normalize to get pdf
4: t ← 1
5: while t ≤ T do
6:
d←1
7:
while d ≤ D do
8:
Create pdf and calculate cdf , generate probability
vector prob
9:
Using cdf and respective X value to get approximated X values(xestim ) for prob by Akima interpolation
10:
Save xestim in Xest
11:
end while
12:
Evaluation of Xest and save the best Xglobal
13: end while
14: Calculate centroid for every dimension and save in avg
15: sigma(radius) ← 0.01
16: while d ≤ D do
17:
Sample using centroid and sigma radius in the domain
[ avg-sigma, avg + sigma ] and save in Xglobal
18: end while
19: Return the best of Xglobal
VII. P ROTEIN FOLDING
Proteins are the basic structures of all living beings [6], they
are composed of a chain of amino acids that are linked together
by means of peptide bonds. Protein folding is the process
by which a polypeptide chain is transformed into a compact
structure that performs some biological function. Its known
that better understanding the protein folding process can result
in important medical advancements and development of new
drugs.
The AB off-lattice model was introduced by [7] to represent
protein structures. The proposal of this model is: to represent
every residue by a single interaction site located at the Cα
position. These sites are linked by rigid unit-length bonds (bbi )

to form the protein structure. The three-dimensional structure
of an N - length protein is specified by the N - 1 bond vectors
bbi , N - 2 bond angles τ i and N - 3 torsional angles αi .
These angles are defined in the range [ -180 , 180 ] degrees.
The enery function is given by [15]:
E(bbi ; σ) = Eangles + Etorsion + ELJ

(4)

There is a set of synthetic protein sequences based in
Fibonacci sequence and used for other researchers [8], [9] .
Some of them try to solve with deterministic and other with
meta-heuristics approaches [10], [11].
VIII. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Benchmark Functions
1) Ackley: This function is characterized by a nearly flat
outer region and a large hole at the center. Ackley function
poses a risk for optimization algorithms, particularly hill
climbing based algorithms, which can be trapped in one of
its local optima.
2) Rastrigin: The Rastrigin function has several local minima. It is highly multi modal, but locations of the minimal are
regularly distributed.
3) Rosenbrock: This function is unimodal, and the global
minimum lies in a narrow, parabolic valley. However, even
though this valley is easy to find, convergence to the minimum
is difficult.
4) Schwefel: The Schwefel function is very complex, with
many local minima.
5) Sphere: It is continuous, convex and unimodal function.
B. Protein folding
To encode the candidate solutions the proposal of [11] was
used. Protein folding has many local optimal then to overcome
this challenge we use a modification of FP-AK-QIEAR.
To improve this proposal, an updating of pdf in every iterations is performed and for local search a mutation operator.
Algorithm 2 FP-AK-QIEAR with mutation for local search
Initialization
1: Generate quantum population from QIEA-R
2: Sampling using quantum population to get classical population
3: Evaluation and normalization, use rewarding criteria and
normalize to get pdf
4: t ← 1
5: while t ≤ T do
6:
The same from step 6 to 11 of 1
7:
Evaluation of Xest
8:
Join X and Xest to choose the best, update X and
evaluate Y
9:
Find the best individual and apply mutation according
probmutation ≤ 0.1 for every dimension and save in Xmut
10:
Find the worst individual in X and replace with Xmut
11:
Evaluate Y , normalize, use rewarding criteria and normalize to get pdf
12: end while

TABLE I
B ENCHMARK SEQUENCES FOR THE 3D-AB OFF - LATTICE MODEL
Function

QIEAR

13
21
34
55

ABBABBABABBAB
BABABBABABBABBABABBAB
ABBABBABABBABBABABBABABBABBABABBAB
BABABBABABBABBABABBABABBABBABABBAB
BABABBABABBABBABABBAB

C. Experiments
In order to evaluate and compare QIEA-R and FP-QIEA-R,
some experiments were performed under the following benchmark functions: Ackley, Rastrigin, Rosenbrock, Schwefel and
Sphere. One feature of these benchmark functions is that can
be configured for n > 2 dimensional variables. Thus, in this
work, the dimensionality used was n = 30. The number of
iterations in QIEA-R and FP-QIEA-R are 75.
A shifting(k) of the optimal is used in the benchmark functions to set a challenge for the models according to: Ackley(k
= 20), Rastrigin(k = 5), Rosenbrock(k = 8), Schwefel(k = 50),
Sphere(k = 50).
To minimize the effect of randomness inherent in this type
of algorithm, 100 experiments for each parametrization were
conducted. The curves shown in the results are averaged. Thus,
for each parametrization is possible to display behaviors more
approximate to the expected value.
For QIEA-R the parameters used was the same of the
experiments of DaCruz [3], and the parameters for the FPQIEA-R were the same of Chire [4].
D. Results
The next tables show the results of the models without
shifting:
TABLE II
QIEA-R, FP-QIEA-R,FP-AK-QIEAR, MV = MINIMAL VALUE Y SD =
STANDARD DEVIATION

Function

QIEAR

FPQIEAR

FP-AKQIEAR

f*

Ackley
Rastrigin
Rosenbrock
Schweffel
Sphere

7.2950E-05
2.566E-08
114617
10674.6
1.1956E-07

4.2923E-06
1.2164E-11
28.7711
10720.8
5.5865E-11

0.23518
0.0850
41.5253
10660.7
0.1133

0
0
0
10660
0

Function

QIEAR

FPQIEAR

FP-AKQIEAR

Ackley
Rastrigin
Rosenbrock
Schweffel
Sphere

0.6130
10.0424
195430
34.96
3.8527E-07

0.0005
1.0955E-05
0.0978
25.2524
7.1729E-06

0.0444
1.3742
27.8806
0.0061
0.168483

The next tables show the results of the models with shifting:

TABLE III
QIEA-R, FP-QIEA-R,FP-AK-QIEAR, MV = MINIMAL VALUE Y SD =
STANDARD DEVIATION

Function

QIEAR

FPQIEAR

FP-AKQIEAR

f*

Ackley
Rastrigin
Rosenbrock
Schweffel
Sphere

5.26682e-05
29.8488
83992.3
10673.8
4.2333e-08

0.00100964
29.8488
1.35092e+06
10710.2
7.65062e-05

0.233557
7.84895
179.127
10660.4
0.0505994

0
0
0
10660
0

Function

QIEAR

FPQIEAR

FP-AKQIEAR

Ackley
Rastrigin
Rosenbrock
Schweffel
Sphere

0.355471
0.00499164
3.15257e+06
15.4077
33.5176

1.26979
0.0352158
2.74045e+06
43.4874
313.466

0.0198786
1.80287
5.6665
0.0015106
0.0104841

For experiments with protein folding we used 24 experiments and we got the best, median and standard deviation
to compare with the results obtained using PSO, GSA, BAT,
ABC [11], the best performance was using PSO.
TABLE IV
C OMPARISON USING P ROTEIN FOLDING
N
13
21
34
55

PSO
Eavg
-23.102
-43.047
-70.866
-87.715

±
±
±
±

0.93
2.34
5.95
19.27

Ebest

FP-AK-QIEAR
Eavg

-24.888
-46.611
-80.409
-115.758

-22.1814
-41.9036
-68.9528
-107.276

±
±
±
±

0.813222
2.74061
3.63282
8.86613

Ebest
-23.9409
-46.0356
-75.9811
-119.652

IX. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we present the model FP-AK-QIEA-R using
Akima interpolation for pdf estimation, rewarding criteria to
sample around the best individual(global search) and centroid
to sample for every dimension(local search). FP-AK-QIEA-R
got goof results when the optimal is shifted from the origin
and is more stable than QIEA-R and FP-AK-QIEAR has good
results in protein folding problem. It is open for modifications
and improve it’s performance.
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